This article considers the assembly technology of three-dimensional molded formal description of the optimization problem is presented, and a brief review of problem-solving methods is described.
Introduction
The ongoing tendencies toward higher functional integration, miniaturization, and manufacturability of electronic devices lead to the emergence and development of new classes of mounting and interconnecting structures designed to replace traditional electronic modules on PCBs in some applications. One of these classes includes molded interconnect mounting structures manufactured through 3D MID technologies. These three-dimensional structures are manufactured by one-or two-component molding One of the features of 3D MID devices is the ability for surface mounting of almost any types of packaged and unpackaged electronic components -from chip components to IСs with many leads, BGA, CSP, flip chip components, wire bonding, etc.
The main difference from traditional surface mount technology is the necessity for application of solder paste (by dispensing, jetting or pin transfer) and component placement on surfaces of free-form and 3D-orientation. As follows from the classification specified in [1] and [2] , the traditional automated dispensing and placement equipment working with flat PCBs and other similar mounting structures can only work with 2D and (limitedly) 2½D ones, and for n х 2D and 3D structures, there is a need for mutual three-dimensional orientation of mounting base and dispensing/placement head in order to realize a scheme by which dispensing/placement operation is performed normal to the mounting plane (or to the surface tangent to it in case of curved surface). The additional restriction is the need to avoid the collisions of head and device during the mutual orientation of actuating mechanisms and assembled devices. 
Materials and Methods
In the general case, there are many different electronic components to be mounted on 3D MID device. The performance of dispensing/placement operation will play the essential role in the case of a large quantity of mounted components and mass production of the device. This performance, in turn, depends on the auxiliary time the dispensing/placement head or coordinate table with the fixed device have to spend traveling through all component-mounting positions.
Provided constant speed of the movement of actuating mechanisms, the spent time will be linearly dependent on the total length of the route that the dispensing/placement needs to travel. Let us take this assumption for the further definition of the problem.
Thus, the problem of the mentioned operation will be considered as the optimization of the length or time of the dispensing/placement route. This problem in the linear programming usually is defined as the traveling salesman one [4] . The detailed formulation and solution of this problem for 2D surface mounting of electronic components is performed in many works, in particular [4, 7] . In this article, the traveling salesman problem is applied to the case of three-dimensional locations of components.
Problem Definition for Dispensing/Placement Route Optimization
In the general case, the problem is defined as follows: a traveling salesman that leaves the initial town must visit each of the other n-1 towns once and after that, return to the initial one. The distance matrix is known. It is required to find a route of sequential travel between towns wherein the salesman's total travel distance is minimal.
In terms of the dispensing/placement operation, this problem may be formalized as follows.
The travelling salesman is a set of working together dispensing/placement heads 
Determination of a Distance Matrix for Three-dimensional Problems
The main difference between the 2D-and 3D-traveling salesman problems will be in 
Let us take the following sequence of rotations: OX → OY → OZ, at which we will get the coordinate values after rotations considering (2):
The element of the distance matrix will be summed up from the route section that the center point has to travel during corresponding rotations of the actuating mechanism (a manipulator, work carrier -around X, Y axes and a head -around Z axis) and the route section that this point has to travel in the XY plane and along the Z axis. The presence of this linear route section is caused by the offset of coordinates and after all rotations.
The angular route section of travel of the center point can be represented as =
, where -angle of rotation, -radius, that is equal to a projection of rotating vector onto the plane that is normal to the rotation axis. Then for rotation around X axis:
around the Y axis:
around the Z axis:
The linear route section will be passed by the dispensing/placement head in the XY plane and along the Z axis, therefore the section will be calculated as follows:
Note that for the different radii of rotation, the routes traveled by the center point during the rotation by one angle will also be different. In terms of performance optimization, this is not correct. Therefore, let us turn from a distance matrix D to a time matrix ′ , of which elements ′ represent the time spent on travel from position to position − with defined linear and angular speeds of the movements of actuating mechanisms.
where , -angular speeds of manipulator (work carrier) rotation around the X and Y axes correspondingly, ℎ -angular speeds of assembly head rotation around the Z axis;
where ℎ , ℎ -linear speeds of dispensing/placement head movement in the XY plane and along the Z axis correspondingly.
Thus, in the general case, the elements of a time matrix ′ that represent the times spent on travel from position to position will be calculated considering (5), (6) and (7) as follows: At the same time, any plan of the problem unambiguously defines the T matrix.
Problem Formalization
As a result, let us formulate the mathematical model of the traveling salesman problem as follows:
time matrix ′ with elements ′ calculated by formula (8) and by additional constraints imposed to the problem which relate to the requirement of simple connectedness of the route: ∄ ( ) , that:
where ( ) is any k x k -dimensional submatrix of matrix T that is separated from it by the selecting of corresponding rows and columns after the selection of k diagonal elements of matrix T. Without such a limitation, there is a possibility of appearance of not one but two or more routes that include only a partial amount of towns. 
Results and Discussion
There are some heuristic methods that are used to solve the traveling salesman problem. These methods require an acceptable number of operations, but they do not always give an optimal solution [4, 7, 8] .
In project [7] , four methods were considered:
• Hungarian method with a following stitching of the cycles;
• nearest-neighbor method;
• nearest-neighbor method with local optimization; and
• polygon method.
The algorithm of the polygon method is presented in Figure 3 .
The polygon method showed the best performance among the aforementioned methods for solving a prepared set of 21 typical plane-traveling salesman problems.
This method was chosen for the calculation of component placement sequence optimization problem-solving and it became the underlay of created application software [7] , which is approved for developing switching 3D payments of processing of signals for pressure sensors [9] .
Conclusions
In this article, the formalization of the traveling salesman problem for 3D MID devices assembly was carried out. The estimation of the mentioned method, among others, in application to the formalized three-dimensional problem of dispensing/component placement on 3D MID devices will be done in the subsequent articles.
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